
   Compound Interest  
Interesting bingos (7s then 8s) made from COMPOUND WORDS (two words, not prefixes / suffixes) 

compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
 

 

 7s LAND- 

LANDMAN AADLMNN one who lives and works on land [n -MEN] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s LAND- 

LANDFALL AADFLLLN sighting or approach to land [n -S] 

LANDFAST AADFLNST attached to shore -- used of ice [adj] 

LANDFILL ADFILLLN to build up area by burying refuse [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LANDFORM ADFLMNOR natural feature of earth's surface [n -S] 

LANDGRAB AABDGLNR swift and often fraudulent seizure of land [n -S] 

LANDLADY AADDLLNY female landlord [n -DIES] 

LANDLINE ADEILLNN line of communication on land [n -S] 

LANDLORD ADDLLNOR one who owns and rents out real estate [n -S] 

LANDMARK AADKLMNR to designate building or site as place of historical or aesthetic importance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LANDMASS AADLMNSS large area of land [n -ES] 

LANDSIDE ADDEILNS part of plow [n -S] 

LANDSKIP ADIKLNPS landscape [n -S] 

LANDSLID ADDILLNS LANDSLIDE, to win election by overwhelming majority [v] 

LANDSLIP ADILLNPS fall of mass of earth [n -S] 

LANDSMAN AADLMNNS fellow Jew coming from one's own section of Eastern Europe [n -SLEIT] / landman (one who lives and works on land) [n -SLEIT, -MEN] 

LANDWASH AADHLNSW shore area between high-water mark and sea [n -ES] 
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